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Very roughly speaking, representation theory studies symmetry in linear spaces.
It is a beautiful mathematical subject which has many applications, ranging from
number theory and combinatorics to geometry, probability theory, quantum
mechanics, and quantum field theory. The goal of this book is to give a ``holistic''
introduction to representation theory, presenting it as a unified subject which
studies representations of associative algebras and treating the representation
theories of groups, Lie algebras, and quivers as special cases. Using this
approach, the book covers a number of standard topics in the representation
theories of these structures. Theoretical material in the book is supplemented by
many problems and exercises which touch upon a lot of additional topics; the
more difficult exercises are provided with hints. The book is designed as a
textbook for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students. It should
be accessible to students with a strong background in linear algebra and a basic
knowledge of abstract algebra.
Motivated by the many and long-standing contributions of H. Gerber and E. Shiu,
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this book gives a modern perspective on the problem of ruin for the classical
Cramér–Lundberg model and the surplus of an insurance company. The book
studies martingales and path decompositions, which are the main tools used in
analysing the distribution of the time of ruin, the wealth prior to ruin and the deficit
at ruin. Recent developments in exotic ruin theory are also considered. In
particular, by making dividend or tax payments out of the surplus process, the
effect on ruin is explored. Gerber-Shiu Risk Theory can be used as lecture notes
and is suitable for a graduate course. Each chapter corresponds to approximately
two hours of lectures.
"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand."---Randy
Pausch A lot of professors give talks titled "The Last Lecture." Professors are
asked to consider their demise and to ruminate on what matters most to them.
And while they speak, audiences can't help but mull the same question: What
wisdom would we impart to the world if we knew it was our last chance? If we
had to vanish tomorrow, what would we want as our legacy? When Randy
Pausch, a computer science professor at Carnegie Mellon, was asked to give
such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he had recently been
diagnosed with terminal cancer. But the lecture he gave--"Really Achieving Your
Childhood Dreams"--wasn't about dying. It was about the importance of
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overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of others, of seizing every moment
(because "time is all you have...and you may find one day that you have less
than you think"). It was a summation of everything Randy had come to believe. It
was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch has combined the humor,
inspiration and intelligence that made his lecture such a phenomenon and given
it an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to come.
This book examines some recent developments in the theory of -algebras, which
are algebras of operators on Hilbert spaces. An elementary introduction to the
technical part of the theory is given via a basic homotopy lemma concerning a
pair of almost commuting unitaries. The book presents an outline of the
background as well as some recent results of the classification of simple
amenable -algebras, otherwise known as the Elliott program. This includes some
stable uniqueness theorems and a revisiting of Bott maps via stable homotopy.
Furthermore, -theory related rotation maps are introduced. The book is based on
lecture notes from the CBMS lecture sequence at the University of Wyoming in
the summer of 2015.
Global Corporate Finance, sixth edition provides studentswith the practical skills
needed to understand global financialproblems and techniques. Retains the userfriendly format of previous editions whileoffering expanded material on corporate
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finance and governance,international markets, global financial dynamics and
strategies,and risk management techniques Each chapter begins with a realworld case study to be explainedby theories and research findings presented
throughout thechapter End-of-chapter mini-cases further reinforce
students’understanding of the material covered This edition is supported by a
comprehensive Study Guide and anInstructor's Manual, available
atwww.blackwellpublishing.com/kim.
1. 1 Rational Expectations and Learning to Become Rational A characteristic
feature of dynamic economic models is that, if future states of the economy are
uncertain, the expectations of agents mat ter. Producers have to decide today
which amount of a good they will produce not knowing what demand will be
tomorrow. Consumers have to decide what they spend for consumption today not
knowing what prices will prevail tomorrow. Adopting the neo-classical point of
view that economic agents are 'rational' in the sense that they behave in their
own best interest given their expectations about future states of the ecomomy it
is usually assumed that agents are Bayesian deci sion makers. But, as LUCAS
points out, there remains an element of indeterminacy: Unfortunately, the general
hypothesis that economic agents are Bayesian decision makers has, in many
applications, lit tle empirical content: without some way of infering what an
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agent's subjective view of the future is, this hypothesis is of no help in
understanding his behavior. Even psychotic behavior can be (and today, is)
understood as "rational", given a sufficiently abnormal view of relevant probabili
ties. To practice economics, we need some way (short of psychoanalysis, one
hopes) of understanding which decision problem agents are solving. (LucAs
(1977, p. 15)) 2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1. 1.
This work explores the scope and flexibility afforded by integrated quantum
photonics, both in terms of practical problem-solving, and for the pursuit of
fundamental science. The author demonstrates and fully characterizes a twoqubit quantum photonic chip, capable of arbitrary two-qubit state preparation.
Making use of the unprecedented degree of reconfigurability afforded by this
device, a novel variation on Wheeler’s delayed choice experiment is
implemented, and a new technique to obtain nonlocal statistics without a shared
reference frame is tested. Also presented is a new algorithm for quantum
chemistry, simulating the helium hydride ion. Finally, multiphoton quantum
interference in a large Hilbert space is demonstrated, and its implications for
computational complexity are examined.
This book, written by Joakim Westerholm, Professor of Finance and former trading
professional, is intended to be used as basis for developing courses in Securities markets,
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Trading, and Market microstructure and connects theoretic rigor with practical real world
applications.Market technology evolves, the roles of market participants change, and whole
market segments disappear to be replaced by new ways to exchange securities. Yet, the same
underlying economic principles continue to drive trading in securities markets. Thus, the scope
of the book is global, providing a framework that is relevant both for current market designs
and for future markets we will see develop. It is designed to stay relevant in a rapidly evolving
field.The book contains a selection of lecture notes through which students will gain an indepth understanding of the mechanism that drives trading in securities markets. The book also
contains another set of lecture notes with more advanced, research-based material, suitable
for Honours or Master level research students, or for PhD candidates. The material is selfexplanatory and can also be used for self-study, preferably in conjunction with assigned
readings.
Lecture Notes In Investment: Investment FundamentalsWorld Scientific
The book provides a comprehensive coverage of different aspects of low power circuit
synthesis at various levels of design hierarchy; starting from the layout level to the system
level. For a seamless understanding of the subject, basics of MOS circuits has been
introduced at transistor, gate and circuit level; followed by various low-power design
methodologies, such as supply voltage scaling, switched capacitance minimization techniques
and leakage power minimization approaches. The content of this book will prove useful to
students, researchers, as well as practicing engineers.
Written by a leading specialist in the area of atmosphere/ocean science (AOS), the book
presents an excellent introduction to this important topic. The goals of these lecture notes,
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based on courses presented by the author at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences,
are to introduce mathematicians to the fascinating and important area of atmosphere/ocean
science (AOS) and, conversely, to develop a mathematical viewpoint on basic topics in AOS of
interest to the disciplinary AOS community, ranging from graduate students to researchers.
The lecture notes emphasize the serendipitous connections between applied mathematics and
geophysical flows in the style of modern applied mathematics, where rigorous mathematical
analysis as well as asymptotic, qualitative, and numerical modeling all interact to ease the
understanding of physical phenomena. Reading these lecture notes does not require a
previous course in fluid dynamics, although a serious reader should supplement these notes
with material such The book is intended for graduate students and researchers working in
interdisciplinary areas between mathematics and AOS. It is excellent for supplementary course
reading or independent study.
Probability theory is based on the notion of independence. The celebrated law of large
numbers and the central limit theorem describe the asymptotics of the sum of independent
variables. However, there are many models of strongly correlated random variables: for
instance, the eigenvalues of random matrices or the tiles in random tilings. Classical tools of
probability theory are useless to study such models. These lecture notes describe a general
strategy to study the fluctuations of strongly interacting random variables. This strategy is
based on the asymptotic analysis of Dyson-Schwinger (or loop) equations: the author will show
how these equations are derived, how to obtain the concentration of measure estimates
required to study these equations asymptotically, and how to deduce from this analysis the
global fluctuations of the model. The author will apply this strategy in different settings:
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eigenvalues of random matrices, matrix models with one or several cuts, random tilings, and
several matrices models.
This handy study tool helps students get the most out of their course by reinforcing key
concepts and terms.
Functional analysis is a well-established powerful method in mathematical physics, especially
those mathematical methods used in modern non-perturbative quantum field theory and
statistical turbulence. This book presents a unique, modern treatment of solutions to fractional
random differential equations in mathematical physics. It follows an analytic approach in
applied functional analysis for functional integration in quantum physics and stochastic
Langevin?turbulent partial differential equations.

Fluid-Solid Interaction Dynamics: Theory, Variational Principles, Numerical Methods
and Applications gives a comprehensive accounting of fluid-solid interaction dynamics,
including theory, numerical methods and their solutions for various FSI problems in
engineering. The title provides the fundamental theories, methodologies and results
developed in the application of FSI dynamics. Four numerical approaches that can be
used with almost all integrated FSI systems in engineering are presented. Methods are
linked with examples to illustrate results. In addition, numerical results are compared
with available experiments or numerical data in order to demonstrate the accuracy of
the approaches and their value to engineering applications. The title gives readers the
state-of-the-art in theory, variational principles, numerical modeling and applications for
fluid-solid interaction dynamics. Readers will be able to independently formulate models
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to solve their engineering FSI problems using information from this book. Presents the
state-of-the-art in fluid-solid interaction dynamics, providing theory, method and results
Takes an integrated approach to formulate, model and simulate FSI problems in
engineering Illustrates results with concrete examples Gives four numerical approaches
and related theories that are suitable for almost all integrated FSI systems Provides the
necessary information for bench scientists to independently formulate, model, and solve
physical FSI problems in engineering
This book constructs the kernels of integral transforms by solving the generalized SturmLiouville problems associated with the partial differential equations at hand. In the first
part of the book, the authors construct the kernels and use them to solve elementary
problems of mathematical physics. In the second part of the book, the method of
integral transforms is used to solve modern applied problems in convective stability,
temperature fields in oil strata, and eddy-current testing. The first part of the book is
accessible to undergraduates, while the second part is aimed at graduate students and
researchers. Because of the applications, the book will interest engineers (especially
petroleum engineers) and physicists.
?This book provides an introduction to h-harmonics and Dunkl transforms. These are
extensions of the ordinary spherical harmonics and Fourier transforms, in which the
usual Lebesgue measure is replaced by a reflection-invariant weighted measure. The
authors’ focus is on the analysis side of both h-harmonics and Dunkl transforms.
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Graduate students and researchers working in approximation theory, harmonic
analysis, and functional analysis will benefit from this book.
In these lecture notes, we will analyze the behavior of random walk on disordered
media by means of both probabilistic and analytic methods, and will study the scaling
limits. We will focus on the discrete potential theory and how the theory is effectively
used in the analysis of disordered media. The first few chapters of the notes can be
used as an introduction to discrete potential theory. Recently, there has been significant
progress on the theory of random walk on disordered media such as fractals and
random media. Random walk on a percolation cluster(‘the ant in the labyrinth’)is one
of the typical examples. In 1986, H. Kesten showed the anomalous behavior of a
random walk on a percolation cluster at critical probability. Partly motivated by this
work, analysis and diffusion processes on fractals have been developed since the late
eighties. As a result, various new methods have been produced to estimate heat
kernels on disordered media. These developments are summarized in the notes.
This is an introduction to an investment course that focuses on basic models used in
the financial industry for investment and decision making. The course begins with an
overview of the investment environment in developed markets, followed by a more indepth analysis of key investment topics. These topics include modern portfolio theory,
asset pricing models, term structure of interest rates, stock and bond portfolio
management and evaluation of portfolio performance. Modern finance extensively uses
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the concept of arbitrage, or rather the lack of it in financial markets, and the course
highlights such uses in different circumstances.The course takes a hands-on approach
with the aid of a software package, Maple™, the details of which will be explained during
the first lecture. Consequently, most lectures will be divided between a theoretical
lecture and a lab — a practical implementation of the theoretical material of the lecture.
The use of the Maple™ software in this course simulates, to a certain extent, a
professional environment. It allows visualizations of different concepts, minimizes
tedious algebraic calculations and the use of calculus while equipping students with
intuitive understanding. This is facilitated by the symbolic power of Maple™ and its
excellent graphic and animation capabilities.Institutional material is surveyed very
concisely, so the reader gets an appreciation of the investment 'lay of the land'. It is
enhanced by an eLearning unit, self-administrated quizzes as well as a stock market
game, utilizing StockTrack™. StockTrack™ introduces students to trading in the real
world by practicing different types of orders as well as introducing conventions common
in the investment community.
This book is based on the lectures delivered at the 19th Canberra International Physics
Summer School held at the Australian National University in Canberra (Australia) in
January 2006.The problem of turbulence and coherent structures is of key importance
in many fields of science and engineering. It is an area which is vigorously researched
across a diverse range of disciplines such as theoretical physics, oceanography,
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atmospheric science, magnetically confined plasma, nonlinear optics, etc. Modern
studies in turbulence and coherent structures are based on a variety of theoretical
concepts, numerical simulation techniques and experimental methods, which cannot be
reviewed effectively by a single expert.The main goal of these lecture notes is to
introduce state-of-the-art turbulence research in a variety of approaches (theoretical,
numerical simulations and experiments) and applications (fluids, plasmas, geophysics,
nonlinear optical media) by several experts. A smooth introduction is presented to
readers who are not familiar with the field, while reviewing the most recent advances in
the area. This collection of lectures will provide a useful review for both postgraduate
students and researchers new to the advancements in this field, as well as specialists
seeking to expand their knowledge across different areas of turbulence research.
Control Systems: Classical, Modern, and AI-Based Approaches provides a broad and
comprehensive study of the principles, mathematics, and applications for those
studying basic control in mechanical, electrical, aerospace, and other engineering
disciplines. The text builds a strong mathematical foundation of control theory of linear,
nonlinear, optimal, model predictive, robust, digital, and adaptive control systems, and it
addresses applications in several emerging areas, such as aircraft, electro-mechanical,
and some nonengineering systems: DC motor control, steel beam thickness control,
drum boiler, motional control system, chemical reactor, head-disk assembly, pitch
control of an aircraft, yaw-damper control, helicopter control, and tidal power control.
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Decentralized control, game-theoretic control, and control of hybrid systems are
discussed. Also, control systems based on artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, and
genetic algorithms, termed as AI-based systems are studied and analyzed with
applications such as auto-landing aircraft, industrial process control, active suspension
system, fuzzy gain scheduling, PID control, and adaptive neuro control. Numerical
coverage with MATLAB® is integrated, and numerous examples and exercises are
included for each chapter. Associated MATLAB® code will be made available.

This book uses Sperber and Wilson s Relevance Theory to show how evidential
expressions can be analysed in a unified semantic/pragmatic framework. The
first part surveys general linguistic work on evidentials, presents speech-act
theory and examines Grice s theory of meaning and communication with
emphasis on three main issues: for linguistically encoded evidentials, are they
truth-conditional or non-truth-conditional, and do they contribute to explicit or
implicit communication? For pragmatically inferred evidentials, is there a
pragmatic framework in which they can be adequately accounted for? The
second part examines those assumptions of Relevance theory that bear on the
study of evidentials, offers an account of pragmatically inferred evidentials and
introduces three distinctions relevant to the issues discussed in this book:
between explicit and implicit communication, truth-conditional and non-truthPage 13/21
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conditional meaning, and conceptual and procedural meaning. These distinctions
are applied to a variety of linguistically encoded evidentials, including sentence
adverbials, parenthetical constructions and hearsay particles. This book offers
convincing evidence that not all evidentials behave similarly with respect to the
above distinctions and offers an explanation for why this is so.
In this book we introduce the class of mappings of finite distortion as a
generalization of the class of mappings of bounded distortion. Connections with
models of nonlinear elasticity are also discussed. We study continuity properties,
behavior of our mappings on null sets, topological properties like openness and
discreteness, regularity of the potential inverse mappings and many other
aspects.
Understanding the effect of disorder on critical phenomena is a central issue in
statistical mechanics. In probabilistic terms: what happens if we perturb a system
exhibiting a phase transition by introducing a random environment? The physics
community has approached this very broad question by aiming at general criteria
that tell whether or not the addition of disorder changes the critical properties of a
model: some of the predictions are truly striking and mathematically challenging.
We approach this domain of ideas by focusing on a specific class of models, the
"pinning models," for which a series of recent mathematical works has essentially
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put all the main predictions of the physics community on firm footing; in some
cases, mathematicians have even gone beyond, settling a number of
controversial issues. But the purpose of these notes, beyond treating the pinning
models in full detail, is also to convey the gist, or at least the flavor, of the "overall
picture," which is, in many respects, unfamiliar territory for mathematicians.
This book introduces the physical mechanism of the plastic deformation of solids,
which relies essentially on the occurrence and motion of dislocations. These are
linear defects, specific of crystalline solids whose motion under external stresses
explains the relative ease by which solids (metals in particular) can be deformed
in order to give them desired shapes. The objective is to introduce the topic to
undergraduate students, restricting to the main ideas and showing their
relevance in interpreting phenomena well known to everyone (e.g. why are
certain metals harder than others?), and finally training the students in the
practice of calculating the simplest properties of dislocations.
For decades, American hungers sustained Tijuana. In this scientific detective
story, a public health expert reveals what happens when a border city's lifeline is
brutally severed. Despite its reputation as a carnival of vice, Tijuana was, until
recently, no more or less violent than neighboring San Diego, its sister city across
the border wall. But then something changed. Over the past ten years, Mexico's
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third-largest city became one of the world's most dangerous. Tijuana's murder
rate skyrocketed and produced a staggering number of female victims. Hundreds
of women are now found dead in the city each year, or bound and mutilated
along the highway that lines the Baja coast. When Dan Werb began to study
these murders in 2013, rather than viewing them in isolation, he discovered that
they could only be understood as one symptom among many. Environmental
toxins, drug overdoses, HIV transmission: all were killing women at overwhelming
rates. As an epidemiologist, trained to track epidemics by mining data, Werb
sensed the presence of a deeper contagion targeting Tijuana's women. Not a
virus, but some awful wrong buried in the city's social order, cutting down its most
vulnerable inhabitants from multiple directions. Werb's search for the ultimate
causes of Tijuana's femicide casts new light on immigration, human trafficking,
addiction, and the true cost of American empire-building. It leads Werb all the
way from factory slums to drug dens to the corridors of police corruption, as he
follows a thread that ultimately leads to a surprising turn back over the border,
looking northward. “City of Omens is a compelling and disturbing tour of a border
world that outsiders rarely see - and simultaneously, a clear guide to a field of
public health that offers an essential framework for understanding how both ideas
and diseases can spread.” -- MAIA SZALAVITZ, author of Unbroken Brain “Dan
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Werb combines his expertise as a trained epidemiologist with his keen
discernment as an investigative journalist to depict what happens when poverty,
human desperation, and unfathomable greed at the highest levels of a society
mix with imperial ambition and a criminally ill-conceived policy towards drug use.
It is a riveting and heartbreaking story, told with eloquence and compassion.” -GABOR MATÉ, MD, bestselling author of In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts: Close
Encounters with Addiction “City of Omens is an urgent and needed account of a
desperate problem. The perils that Mexico's women face haunt the conscience of
a nation.” -- ALFREDO CORCHADO, author of Homelands and Midnight in
Mexico
Many areas of physics research depend upon a good physical understanding of
charged particle transport processes in gases, a statement which is as true now
as it was in the early part of the last century, when modern physics was taking
shape. Gas lasers, multi-wire drift chambers used in high energy particle
detectors, muon-catalysed fusion in hydrogen and its isotopes and lowtemperature plasma processing technology are just a few examples of
experiments and processes in which electrons, ions or muons play a key role.
The macroscopic properties of these non-equilibrium systems can best be found
by averaging microscopic collision properties over a velocity distribution function,
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calculated from solution of Boltzmann's kinetic equation, using recently
developed techniques. This is the realm of the modern kinetic theory of gases,
and is the theme of this book.
This text examines the boundary between logic and philosophy in Kant and
Hegel. Through a detailed analysis of 'quantity', it highlights the different ways
Kant and Hegel handle this boundary. Kant is consistent in maintaining this
boundary, but Hegel erases it and in the process transforms both logic and
philosophy.
Pollution Under Environmental Regulation in Energy Markets provides a study of
environmental regulation when energy markets are imperfectly competitive. This theoretical
treatment focuses on three relevant cases of energy markets. First, the residential space
heating sector where hybrid regulation such as taxation and emissions trading together are
possible. Second, the electricity market where transactions are organized in the form of multiperiod auctions. Third, namely natural gas (input) and electricity (output) markets where there
is combined imperfect competition in vertical related energy markets. The development of free
or low carbon technologies supported by energy policies, aiming at increasing security of
supply, is also explored whilst considering competition policies that reduce market power in
energy markets thus improving market efficiency. Pollution Under Environmental Regulation in
Energy Markets discusses the key issues of whether imperfect competition can lessen the
ability of environmental policy to reduce pollution and/or to minimize the cost of meeting
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environmental targets. Policymakers, analysts and researchers gain a thorough understanding
of the performance of environmental policy from Pollution Under Environmental Regulation in
Energy Markets leading to better design of simulation models of performance and costs of
environmental regulation.
This advanced course, a sequel to the first volume of this lecture series on topos quantum
theory, delves deeper into the theory, addressing further technical aspects and recent
advances. These include, but are not limited to, the development of physical quantities and selfadjoint operators; insights into the quantization process; the description of an alternative,
covariant version of topos quantum theory; and last but not least, the development of a new
concept of spacetime. The book builds on the concepts introduced in the first volume
(published as Lect. Notes Phys. 868), which presents the main building blocks of the theory
and how it could provide solutions to interpretational problems in quantum theory, such as:
What are the main conceptual issues in quantum theory? And how can these issues be solved
within a new theoretical framework of quantum theory? These two volumes together provide a
complete, basic course on topos quantum theory, offering a set of mathematical tools to
readers interested in tackling fundamental issues in quantum theory in general, and in
quantum gravity in particular. From the reviews of the first volume: The book is self-contained
and can be used as a textbook or self-study manual teaching the usage of category theory and
topos theory, in particular in theoretical physics or in investigating the foundations of quantum
theory in mathematically rigorous terms. [The] book is a very welcome contribution. Frank
Antonsen, Mathematical Reviews, December, 2013
These Lecture Notes have been compiled from the material presented by the second author in
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a lecture series ('Nachdiplomvorlesung') at the Department of Mathematics of the ETH Zurich
during the summer term 2002. Concepts of 'self adaptivity' in the numerical solution of
differential equations are discussed with emphasis on Galerkin finite element methods. The
key issues are a posteriori er ror estimation and automatic mesh adaptation. Besides the
traditional approach of energy-norm error control, a new duality-based technique, the Dual
Weighted Residual method (or shortly D WR method) for goal-oriented error estimation is
discussed in detail. This method aims at economical computation of arbitrary quantities of
physical interest by properly adapting the computational mesh. This is typically required in the
design cycles of technical applications. For example, the drag coefficient of a body immersed
in a viscous flow is computed, then it is minimized by varying certain control parameters, and
finally the stability of the resulting flow is investigated by solving an eigenvalue problem. 'Goaloriented' adaptivity is designed to achieve these tasks with minimal cost. The basics of the
DWR method and various of its applications are described in the following survey articles: R.
Rannacher [114], Error control in finite element computations. In: Proc. of Summer School
Error Control and Adaptivity in Scientific Computing (H. Bulgak and C. Zenger, eds), pp.
247-278. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1998. M. Braack and R. Rannacher [42], Adaptive finite
element methods for low Mach-number flows with chemical reactions.
This book is a formal presentation of lectures given at the 1987 Summer School on
Turbulence, held at the National Center for Atmospheric Research under the auspices of the
Geophysical Turbulence Program. The lectures present in detail certain of the more
challenging and interesting current turbulence research problems in engineering, meteorology,
plasma physics, and mathematics. The lecturers-Uriel Frisch (Mathematics), Douglas Lilly
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(Meteorology), David Montgomery (Plasma Physics), and Hendrik Tennekes (Engineering) ?
are distinguished for both their research contributions and their abilities to communicate these
to students with enthusiasm. This book is distinguished by its simultaneous focus on the
fundamentals of turbulent flows (in neutral and ionized fluids) and on a presentation of current
research tools and topics in these fields.
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